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Area of Activity
Plastic injection for precise
technical products and
molding strips

Z

.D.F. Ltd. specializes in plastic injection
and insert-molding technologies. The
company manufactures accurate injected
plastic products for electronics factories that produce advanced high-tech products, as well basic
plastic products for daily use.

Medical Devices
In recent years, Z.D.F. has developed services for
producing precise technical medical devices and
parts, for home care uses and for hospital wards.
The company has the ability to develop from initial concept through designing, prototype building, all the way to full-scale production.

ARBURG Germany, Series C&M&S, Sandreto with
closing power of 25 ton till 800 tons.

Customers
Galtronics (Cellular antennas), Aquatron (swimming pool robots), Dan Sprinklers (agriculture
equipments), Stanley (workshop equipment),
Kapro (industrial tools), Reshef Ind., Bell.
Business Activities
Products from development by skilled substance
engineers, machinery, design, managed by technologists with creative vision.
Organizational structure enables the company to
implement creative technological solutions according to customer needs electronics, medicine,
food and more.
Customer Support
Customer support spans: building model, construction pattern, finished product, high quality
control, and “on line” service.
Knowledge and experience in plastic material
injections for various technical substances like:
P.C., PBT, A.S.A, A.B.S, P.V.C, P.P., Polyurethanes,
Nylons with fibrous glass and more…

The company’s main specialty is in the dual stage
injection method: high accuracy level insert.
Z.D.F. specializes over-mold on metal and hard
materials and plastics.

Factory
Z.D.F’s factory was established in 1993 in the
Upper Tiberias industrial zone.
The company has 70 employees working three
shifts on the production lines. In addition to production, the company has an experienced sales
and marketing staff, assembly line, and quality
control department.

Contact:
P.O.Box 3430
Tibrias Israel
Tel: 972-4-6733174
Fax: 972-4-6733295
zdf@netvision.net.il

Quality Assurance
The company’s quality control system follows the
product in each production stage, in order to assure high quality standards
Z.D.F’s factory has been ISO 9001:2000 qualified
by the Israeli Standards Institution since 1995.
Equipment
The company has advanced injection machines:
343

Special Adaptations
The company’s skilled engineers the can adapt
substances of required plastics to special requirements of new products, according to international
standards.
Z.D.F. offers new technological and added value
products, mainly medical devices. The company
can produce small high-tech series and can produce temporary aluminum molds, and hard mold
tempered metals for all scale series production.
Our company in is in continuous progression and
prospect to enter to new investments, to development broad marketing and new molds development. We offer our ability to develop and produce varied plastic substance of any product as
per customer demand, in the machinery and the
equipment that exist, in competitive prices.
We are interested to satisfied customer needs
from medicine area that believes in the progressive development.
We will be grateful to provide any additional information needed, in order to promote a cooperation business.
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